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FIASC 2018 unlocks future
of motor sport in PH
By Arabelle Jimenez
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ROADTALK

he dust has settled. The ekarts are packed, and
what’s left of the xcrossers, gymkhana and
drifters are just tread marks on
the open grounds of SM MOA.
Nonetheless, the three-day
FIA Sport Conference has already left a spot embedded in
the hearts of Filipino motor
sports fans.
And just like that, the Federation Internationale de l’Automobile’s 500-strong delegation from all over the world experienced the Philippines’
ability to be recognized as a
potential market in motor
sport culture.
The recently concluded FIA
Sport Conference 2018 held at
Conrad Manila just made history with the Philippines as
the first country in the Asia Pacific to hold such a conference.
It was an ambitious attempt to bring together the
who’s who in motor sport, and
introduce to Filipinos what
was once an unreachable motor sport culture.
In spite of the notion of being a sport for the elite, this
6th edition of the conference
went beyond expectations,
and brought the business to
business (B2B) activities to the
next level.
The three-day conference
was put together in partnership with the Automobile Association of the Philippines
(AAP) and the Department of
Tourism, with the support of
Petron Corporation, BMW
Philippines,
and
Hyundai
Philippines.
An annual event, the FIA
Sport Conference aims to provide the FIA’s 141 national
sporting authorities with a
privileged platform to exchange experience and knowledge amongst themselves and
other motor sport stakeholders.
In general, the event aims
to share best practice and
fresh ideas to help further
achieve safe, sustainable, and
competitive motor sport nationwide.
“This region is one of the
most exciting and fastest
growing in world motor sport,

with grassroots competitions
flourishing, and more and
more talented drivers progressing the top levels in many
disciplines,” said Jean Todt,
FIA president and 14-time Ferrari world champion.
“One of the key challenges
we face today is how to engage
with the younger generations,
and inspire them to get involved in our great sport, both
as fans, and as competitors,”
Todt added.
Looking ahead
The theme for this 6th edition of the FIA Sport Conference is Empowering the Future: Unlocking Motor Sport’s
Potential, which has naturally
led to the creation of an exciting program that looks ahead
to a bright and diverse global
motor sport landscape in the
region.
Alongside the conference,
the FIA Sport MotorEx was organized at the function rooms
of the Conrad Manila.
The MotorEx is a motoring
exhibition designed to provide
an opportunity for the 29 exhibitors to present their innovative products and new services, including technological
developments, improvements
in safety, fuel efficiency, use of
electric motors, electronic systems, and other brands within
motor sport.
Truly an eye-candy for Filipinos engaged in motor sport.
“One of the most exciting
things is happening now in the
country,” said Augusto Lagman, president of AAP.
“If we put structure in
place, I guarantee you that opportunities would come in the
region. We develop pyramid
rallies, and initiate grassroots
in motor sport development,”
Lagman added.
Among the many motoring
personalities who gave talks at
the conference were Forumla
One Group CEO Chase Carey,
FIA safety deputy president
Graham Stoker, Formula 3 Asia
Championship promoter Davide De Gobbi, Filipino racing
driver Marlon Stockinger,
HongKong Automonile Association president Kenneth Ng,
and AAP motorsports committee chairman Jose Armando
Eduque.

One of the key
challenges we face
today is how to
engage with the
younger generations, and inspire
them to get
involved in our
great sport, both
as fans, and as
competitors.
Jean Todt
FIA president and
14-time Ferrari world champion.

Creating a motor sport
culture
The first session of the FIA
Sport Conference explored
how a motor sport culture can
be created, particularly in new
markets, as well as the challenges that can be encountered when trying to do so.
This includes the steps that
can be taken to educate new
audiences to increase interest,
and by extension, attendance
at motor sport events.
Leading
figures
from
championships and circuits offered insights that were relevant for established tracks as
well as new motor racing
venues in the Philippines.
Motor sport activities were
held on the conference’s second and third day.
The rock stars of motor
sport flew into the country,
headed by Brazilian F1 champion Felipe Massa.
In order to promote e-karts
as the next generation of racing, Massa took up the advocacy of attracting the next generation of racers, and has made
great progress in third world
countries,
including
the
Philippines.

To this end, delegates were
encouraged to build on the
many success stories made
possible by the FIA Sport
Grant Programme, of which
2019 applications were opened
during the Conference in
Manila.
Future of motor sport
The second plenary session
of the FIA Sport Conference
2018 talked about the future of
motor sport, and focused on
who will be the future participants and fans, and how the
audience will engage in it.
Topics ranged from the future of karting, to the role of
eSports in grassroots motor
sport.
“The time I spent most in
my career was finding sponsors—it was the thing I was
speaking about most everyday,
because I didn’t have the money to race—with the mentality
that my dream was to arrive in
Formula One,” revealed Massa, who is the new CIK-FIA
president, and an 11-time F1
Grand Prix winner.
“Definitely, finding the
budget to race is quite difficult
and quite expensive. But I
think your talent is more important than anything. I think
that it is not only now that is
difficult. It’s been like that for
a long time. It was difficult,
though, and it is in many
sports, to achieve the best,”
Massa added.
E-karting is now a realistic
option for young people looking for a way into the sport. It
is a very good solution to a lot
of problems, including cost.
A proper grass-root program is very important for
karting, gymkhana racing, and
rallycross, which were all present at the exhibition, giving
the Filipino public a taste of
the much talked about motor
sport culture.
The prestigious FIA Sport
Conference 2018 is about unlocking the potential of motor
sport, and the success of the
conference in Manila is an indication that a dream is now
speeding its way to the region.

5 FANTASTIC FEATURES THAT MAKE
THE NEW VOLVO XC60 A WINNER
you
enjoy
more
while
using less.
The new Volvo XC60 is
powered by a light and efficient powertrain that is
friendly to the environment.
Coupled with a newly designed automatic eight-speed
Geartronic transmission, the
low-friction,
turbocharged
2.0-liter four-cylinder engine
is its heart, so you can enjoy
more dynamic driving.
Added benefits of the dieselspecific Drive-E technology is
the revolutionary i-Art direct fuel injection and twin turbos that
provide clean, responsive, and
efficient performance.
Each cylinder has its own
microchip and pressure sensor
for accurate fuel metering.
Even better, this advanced engine stays precisely in tune after years of use.
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Intuitive user experience
The XC60 makes use of Volvo’s unique Sensus technology.
It is a way to let you enjoy a connected and enjoyable experience inside your car.
The new XC60 offers innovations with intuitive interfaces
that give you full control. Sensus makes your life easier and
more comfortable on the road
with audio systems and apps
that inform and entertain as
well as connectivity that keep
you in touch wherever you are.
Physical switches, buttons,
and knobs have all been
moved into Volvo’s 9-inch
touch screen center display, a
Volvo first, to make it easier
for you to navigate climate or
entertainment controls.
Tech that assists
“We don’t develop features
just because we can. They
must be useful, and they must
integrate seamlessly into people’s lives,” shares Claes
Boberg, engineer, Low Speed
Maneuvering, Volvo Cars.
That is why you won’t notice
the cameras and sensors in the
new Volvo XC60. However, you
will notice what they do for you,
because this is where the three
features that make everyday life
easier—park assist pilot, 360degree camera, and cross traffic
alert—are hinged on.

Whether it’s making it convenient and enjoyable for you
to park your XC60, showing
you a bird’s eye view of the
area around your car, or drawing your attention to oncoming vehicles while reversing
out of a parking space, you can
rely on Volvo’s IntelliSafe
sytems to support you.
While the driver is still primarily responsible for controlling the car, Volvo’s supportive functions can help prevent
accidents from happening in
the first place.
If needed, these safety features are also there to help
avoid or mitigate a collision by
braking automatically for you.
Cool cabin
Aside from the luxuriously
appointed interior details, you
would also breathe easy with
Volvo’s unique four-zone climate system. It makes sure
that everyone in the car will be
comfortable by allowing them
to control their own temperature and air speed.
Additionally, the XC60’s
CleanZone system also allows
you and other passengers to
breathe in clean air. Aside
from efficiently ventilating
the cabin upon unlocking the
car, the multifilter also reduces the levels of dust,
pollen, chemical odors, and
other particles. If the system
detects harmful substances
coming in, it will immediately
shut the air intake, saving you
from unhealthy air.
A winning combination
The seamless integration of
these intelligent systems offers
you an SUV that is distinctly
handsome, exquisitely crafted,
and clothed in excellence and
quality that Volvo is known for.
Locally introduced with a
turbocharged diesel D4 engine
that spews 190 hp and 400 Nm
of torque, the new XC60 will
surely give you all that responsive power you need while
keeping you and your loved
safe.
Find out now how this exciting SUV earned the vote as the
world’s best car of 2018 by visiting www.volvocars.com/ph, or
connect with them through Facebook.
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FOR DETAILS, PLEASE VISIT YOUR CAR
DEALERS NATIONWIDE

TO REDUCE WEAR AND TEAR

SOME HELPFUL TIPS IF YOU ARE
DRIVING A CVT VEHICLE
You might have driven (or is
driving) a car with a continuously
variable transmission (CVT) and
would probably find that it feels
very different from the automatic
(and definitely the manual)
transmission. The conventional
gear change can be imagined as
something similar to a bicycle
gear, with the length of the belt
changing as it moves up and down
the two cones that hold them. In a
CVT transmission, however, the
belt is held by two pulleys that can
transform from small to large on a
continuous scale, in effect
creating linear “gear changes“ and
allowing smooth and rapid
increase in power. Granted,
drivers often compare it to the
unpleasantness of stretching a
rubber, and the sounds that a CVT
vehicle make may sound like
trouble coming from a
conventional car, which can be
discomforting.
But here’s an interesting fact:
the CVT has been used in Formula
1 before, by team Williams in 1993.
It worked so well—too well—that
the FIA banned it the following
year. Like it or not, some people
think that CVT, being more
efficient, is the future of
transmissions. Toyota, Lexus,
Honda and Nissan certainly thinks
so, with the CVT being used in
some of their latest models. Here
are the Five Things You Shouldn’t
Do in a CVT Car:
1. DON’T put car in neutral
when at a red ligh—simply
because there is no need.
2. DON’T use the throttle, if it
is a clutch-based CVT, to hold still
on a slope/hill.
3. DON’T coast in neutral. If
it's a hybrid, you will lose some
regenerative power.
4. DON’T neutral drop your car.
5. DON’T shift from D to R
before stopping.

The problem with CVTs,
though, is the wear and tear on the
belt that is constantly changing
position, and that causes the
vehicle to shudder and judder. To
prevent that, there is one thing
you should do with a CVT
vehicle—use X-1R CVT
Treatment.
The X-1R CVT Treatment
formula reduces friction in the
system, thus extending durability,
reducing shudder, increasing
safety, extending service
intervals, and more. A simple
solution to maintain the health of
your vehicle's CVT
X-1R CVT Treatment is the
newest in X-1R’s range of globally
known products. Its other winner
products are the X-1R Engine
Treatment, X-1R Petrol Treatment,
X-1R Diesel Treatment, X-1R
Engine Flush, X-1R Automatic and
X-1R Manual Transmission
Treatments. X-1R is a Certified
Space Technology and NASA Hall
of Fame Awardee product. It is
scientifically proven to improve
engine’s operational efficiency,
save on fuel, extend engine and
parts life and, reduce harmful
emissions.

